
Breaking News...

• Google claims quantum supremacy
• IBM announces Quantum Computation Center and 53-qubit system



https://www.ft.com/content/b9bb4e54-dbc1-11e9-8f9b-77216ebe1f17

https://www.ft.com/content/cede11e0-dd51-11e9-9743-db5a370481bc
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The Chip (Sycamore)



Quantum Supremacy

• What is the task?
• sampling the output of a pseudo-random quantum circuit
• probability distribution of the [measured] bitstrings resembles a speckled 

intensity pattern produced by light interference in laser scatter
• classically computing [...] becomes exponentially more difficult as the 

number of qubits (width) and number of gate cycles (depth) grows   

53 qubits, 1113 single-qubit gates,
430 two-qubit gates = 0.002





IBM Quantum Computing Center



Deutsch-Josza Algorithm

Problem: Given an n-bit Boolean function (mapping n bits to 1) that is known to be either 
constant or balanced, determine whether it is balanced or constant.  A function is “balanced” if 
an equal number of input values return 0 and 1.

Apply phase shift of π to negate elements where 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 = 1.
Apply Walsh-Hadamard to the result.

For constant 𝑓𝑓, the final output is 〉|0 with probability 1.
For balanced 𝑓𝑓, the final output is non-zero with probability 1.

(Details on next slides.)

Requires only a single call to black box 𝑈𝑈𝑓𝑓, while classical algorithm requires at least 2𝑛𝑛−1 + 1 calls.



Background: Hamming Distance

The Hamming distance 𝒅𝒅𝑯𝑯(𝒙𝒙,𝒚𝒚) between two bit strings 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 is the number of bits
in which the two strings differ.

The Hamming weight 𝒅𝒅𝑯𝑯(𝒙𝒙) of a bit string 𝑥𝑥 is the number of 1 bits.

For two bit strings 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦, the operator 𝒙𝒙 � 𝒚𝒚 gives the number of common 1 bits.

Some interesting notes:



More on Walsh-Hadamard



Deutsch-Josza Algorithm

Problem: Given an n-bit Boolean function (mapping n bits to 1) that is known to be either 
constant or balanced, determine whether it is balanced or constant.  A function is “balanced” if 
an equal number of input values return 0 and 1.

Apply phase shift of π to negate elements where 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 = 1.
Apply Walsh-Hadamard to the result.

For constant 𝑓𝑓, the final output is 〉|0 with probability 1.
For balanced 𝑓𝑓, the final output is non-zero with probability 1.

(Details on next slides.)

Requires only a single call to black box 𝑈𝑈𝑓𝑓, while classical algorithm requires at least 2𝑛𝑛−1 + 1 calls.

Quirk Circuit

https://algassert.com/quirk#circuit=%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22%5D,%5B%22%7Emjj8%22%5D,%5B1,1,1,1,%22Z%22%5D,%5B%22%7Emjj8%22%5D,%5B%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22%5D%5D,%22gates%22:%5B%7B%22id%22:%22%7E84cs%22,%22name%22:%22BAL%22,%22circuit%22:%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,1,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B1,%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B1,1,%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B1,1,1,%22%E2%80%A2%22,%22X%22%5D%5D%7D%7D,%7B%22id%22:%22%7Emjj8%22,%22name%22:%22CONST%22,%22circuit%22:%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,1,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,1,1,%22X%22%5D%5D%7D%7D%5D%7D








Links to Quirk Circuits

• Deutsch
• Selective Phase Change
• Deutsch-Josza

https://algassert.com/quirk#circuit=%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B1,%22X%22%5D,%5B%22H%22,%22H%22%5D,%5B%22%7Eu252%22%5D,%5B%22H%22%5D%5D,%22gates%22:%5B%7B%22id%22:%22%7Eu252%22,%22name%22:%22NC%22,%22circuit%22:%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,%22X%22%5D%5D%7D%7D,%7B%22id%22:%22%7Eeuob%22,%22name%22:%22CONST%22,%22circuit%22:%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,%22X%22%5D,%5B%22%E2%97%A6%22,%22X%22%5D%5D%7D%7D%5D%7D
https://algassert.com/quirk#circuit=%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22%5D,%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B1,1,1,1,%7B%22id%22:%22Z%5Eft%22,%22arg%22:%220.333%22%7D%5D,%5B%5D,%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,%22X%22%5D%5D%7D
https://algassert.com/quirk#circuit=%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22%5D,%5B%22%7Emjj8%22%5D,%5B1,1,1,1,%22Z%22%5D,%5B%22%7Emjj8%22%5D,%5B%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22,%22H%22%5D%5D,%22gates%22:%5B%7B%22id%22:%22%7E84cs%22,%22name%22:%22BAL%22,%22circuit%22:%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,1,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B1,%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B1,1,%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B1,1,1,%22%E2%80%A2%22,%22X%22%5D%5D%7D%7D,%7B%22id%22:%22%7Emjj8%22,%22name%22:%22CONST%22,%22circuit%22:%7B%22cols%22:%5B%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,1,1,%22X%22%5D,%5B%22%E2%80%A2%22,1,1,1,%22X%22%5D%5D%7D%7D%5D%7D


Simon’s Algorithm

Problem: Given a 2-to-1 function 𝑓𝑓, such that 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥⊕𝑎𝑎), find the hidden string 𝑎𝑎.

Create superposition 〉|𝑥𝑥 〉|𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)
Measure the right part, which projects the left state into 1

2
〉|𝑥𝑥0 + 〉|𝑥𝑥0 ⊕ 𝑎𝑎 .

Apply Walsh-Hadamard.  (Details next slide.)

Measurement yields a random 𝑦𝑦 such that 𝑦𝑦 � 𝑎𝑎 = 0 (mod 2).
Computation is repeated until 𝑛𝑛 independent equations – about 2𝑛𝑛 times.
Solve for 𝑎𝑎 in 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2) steps.

Requires 𝑂𝑂 𝑛𝑛 calls to 𝑈𝑈𝑓𝑓, followed by 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2) steps to solve for 𝑎𝑎.

Classical approach requires 𝑂𝑂(2𝑛𝑛/2) calls to 𝑓𝑓.







Summary

• Any efficient reversible classical circuit can be
efficiently implemented as a quantum circuit.

• Use inverse function to reduce space and unentangle temporary bits.

• For quantum advantage, add some non-classical operations.
• E.g, phase change.

• Are these algorithms really useful?  
• Perhaps not directly, but they illustrate ways in which quantum computing 

may have an advantage over classical computing.
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